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Halo: Broken Circle John Shirley 2014-11-04 The New York
Times bestselling series based on the blockbuster Xbox®
games! Centuries before the Human-Covenant War would
rage across the galaxy, a similar conflict erupted
between the Prophets and the Elites—two alien races at
odds over the sacred artifacts left by the powerful
Forerunners, who disappeared eons ago. Although they
would eventually form a stable alliance called the
Covenant, there are those on both sides who question
this fateful union. From an Elite splinter group
rebelling against the Covenant during the time of its
founding...to a brave Prophet caught in the machinations
of the new leadership...to the root of the betrayal that
would ultimately shatter the Covenant many years later,
this is the untold chapter of the most unexpected heroes
halo-cryptum-one-of-the-forerunner-saga

emerging from a realm filled with shocking treachery and
ceaseless wonder. Copyright © 2014 by Microsoft
Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Microsoft, Halo, the
Halo logo, Xbox, and the Xbox logo are trademarks of the
Microsoft group of companies.
Halo: Contact Harvest Joseph Staten 2019-01-01 The New
York Times bestseller—part of the expanded universe
based on the award-winning video game series Halo! 2524.
Harvest is a peaceful, prosperous farming colony on the
very edge of human-controlled space. But humanity has
unknowingly trespassed on holy ground—straying into the
path of the aggressive, theocratic empire known as the
Covenant. What begins as a chance encounter between an
alien privateer and a human freighter soon catapults all
of mankind into a struggle for its very existence. But
humanity is also currently locked in a bitter civil war
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of its own: the Insurrection. With resources strained to
the breaking point, the ultimate survival of Harvest’s
citizens falls to a squad of battle-weary UNSC Marines
and their inexperienced colonial militia trainees. In
this unlikely group of heroes, one will stand above the
rest—a young Marine staff sergeant named Avery
Johnson....
HALO: The Thursday War Karen Traviss 2012-10-02 Welcome
to humanity's new war: silent, high stakes, and unseen.
This is a life-or-death mission for ONI's black-ops
team, Kilo-Five, which is tasked with preventing the
ruthless Elites, once the military leaders of the
Covenant, from regrouping and threatening humankind
again. What began as a routine dirty-tricks
operation?keeping the Elites busy with their own
insurrection?turns into a desperate bid to extract one
member of Kilo-Five from the seething heart of an alien
civil war. But troubles never come singly for Kilo-Five.
Colonial terrorism is once again surfacing on one of the
worlds that survived the war against the Covenant, and
the man behind it is much more than just a name to
Spartan-010. Meanwhile, the treasure trove of Forerunner
technology recovered from the shield world of Onyx is
being put to work while a kidnapped Elite plots
vengeance on the humans he fears will bring his people
to the brink of destruction. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Halo: The Thursday War Karen Traviss 2019-01-01 The
second novel of the Kilo-Five Trilogy by #1 New York
Times bestselling author Karen Traviss—part of the
expanded universe based on the award-winning video game
series Halo! 2553. Welcome to humanity’s new war:
silent, high stakes, and unseen. This is a life-or-death
halo-cryptum-one-of-the-forerunner-saga

mission for the Office of Naval Intelligence’s black-ops
team, Kilo-Five, which is tasked with preventing the
ruthless Sangheili, once the military leaders of the
alien alliance known as the Covenant, from regrouping
and threatening humankind again. What began as a routine
dirty-tricks operation—keeping the Sangheili occupied
with their own insurrection—turns into a desperate bid
to extract one member of Kilo-Five from the seething
heart of a brutal civil war. But troubles never come
singly for Kilo-Five. Colonial terrorism is once again
surfacing on one of the human worlds that survived the
war against the Covenant, and the man behind it is much
more than just a name to Spartan Naomi-010. Meanwhile,
the treasure trove of Forerunner technology recovered
from the Forerunner shield world of Onyx is being put to
work, even as a kidnapped Sangheili plots vengeance on
the humans he fears will bring his people to the brink
of destruction…
Halo: Silentium Greg Bear 2013-03-28 "In the last years
of the Forerunner empire, chaos rules. The Flood--a
horrifying shape-changing parasite--has arrived in
force, aided by unexpected allies. Internal strife
within the ecumene has desperately weakened Forerunner
defenses.Too little, too late, the legal rate of
Juridicals is only now investigating possible crimes by
the Master Builder and others. Evidence-gathering agents
known collectively as Catalog have been dispatched to
collect testimony from the Librarian and both Didacts:
the Ur-Didact, treacherously abandoned in a Floodinfested system, and the Bornstellar Didact, who
accompanies the Librarian as she preserves specimens
against the dire possibility of Halo
extermination.Facing the imminent collapse of their
civilization, the Librarian and the Ur-Didact reveal
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what they know about the relationship between the longvanished Precursors and the Flood. The Precursors
created many technological species, including humanity
and the Forerunners. But the roots of the Flood may be
found in an act of enormous barbarity, carried out
beyond our galaxy ten million years before...Because of
that barbarism, a greater evil looms. Only the Ur-Didact
and the Librarian--husband and wife pushed into
desperate conflict--hold the keys to a solution. Facing
the consequences of a mythic tragedy, one of them must
now commit the greatest atrocity of all time--to prevent
an insane evil from dominating the entire universe"-Moving Mars Greg Bear 2014-04-01 A galaxy-altering
scientific breakthrough on Mars inspires treachery and
revolution in this Nebula Award–winning science fiction
epic. The child of one of the oldest, most revered
family-corporate units on colonized Mars, Casseia
Majumdar has spent her entire life in the tunnels that
run beneath the surface of her homeworld. As a young
college student in 2171, the fifty-third year of the
Martian settlement, she experiences a profound political
awakening, and her embrace of radical activism only
intensifies following a failed diplomatic mission to
Earth. As she rises up through the political ranks back
on Mars—with tensions increasing between an oppressive
“Mother Earth” and her rebellious “Red Rabbit”
children—Casseia soon realizes that an enlightened
ideology alone will not save her planet and its people.
But it is a staggering scientific discovery by Martian
physicist Charles Franklin—Casseia’s mentor and former
lover—that will ultimately reveal the depths of the
perfidy of the “Terries,” forcing an imperiled
civilization to alter forever the map of the universe. A
two-time winner of the Nebula Award and a multiple Hugo
halo-cryptum-one-of-the-forerunner-saga

and Arthur C. Clarke Award nominee, the great Greg Bear
has been called “the complete master of the grand scale
sf novel” (Booklist). His Moving Mars is a masterful
extrapolation of contentious humanity’s possible future
and a modern classic to be shelved alongside the
acclaimed Mars novels of Ben Bova and Kim Stanley
Robinson. It’s “as good as hard science fiction gets”
(The Oregonian).
Halo: Evolutions Volume I Various Authors 2010-11-02 The
original Halo: Evolutions, split into two volumes. This
volume contains stories by: Tobias S. Buckell B. K.
Evenson Jonathan Goff Eric Nylund Frank O'Connor Eric
Raab When humanity expanded beyond the safety of Earth
to new stars and horizons, they never dreamed what
dangers they would encounter there. When the alien
juggernaut known as the Covenant declared holy war upon
the fragile human empire, millions of lives were
lost—but, millions of heroes rose to the challenge. In
such a far-reaching conflict, not many of the stories of
these heroes, both human and alien, have a chance to
become legend. This collection holds eleven stories that
dive into the depths of the vast Halo universe, not only
from the perspective of those who fought and died to
save humanity, but also those who vowed to wipe humanity
out of existence. Included in this volume you'll find
the stories of: * A Spartan II washout who was most
dangerous when he was told he could not serve with his
fellow warriors. * An ONI intelligence officer who falls
captive to a ravenous pack of Brutes * A dying man
standing between The Covenant and the location of Earth,
with only a compromised AI to aid him * The confession
of an ODST who tried to get more out of the war than
just victory * A select unit of Spartan IIIs put on a
mission to succeed against against a never-before-seen
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Elite force * The impossible life and possible death of
Admiral Preston J. Cole * And new to this volume, a
glimpse into Forerunner life in "Soma the Painter" At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Halo: Silentium Greg Bear 2019-01-01 The final novel of
the Forerunner Saga trilogy by science fiction legend
Greg Bear—set in the Halo universe and based on the New
York Times bestselling video game series! One hundred
thousand years ago. Chaos rules the final days of the
Forerunner empire. The Flood—a horrifying, shapechanging, and unstoppable parasite—has arrived in force,
aided by unexpected allies, and internal strife has
desperately weakened Forerunner defenses. Facing the
imminent collapse of their civilization, the Forerunners
known as the Ur-Didact and the Librarian reveal what
they know about the relationship between the longvanished race of the Precursors and the Flood. While the
Precursors created many technological species, including
those of the Forerunners and humanity itself, the roots
of the Flood may be found in an act of enormous
barbarity, carried out beyond our galaxy ten million
years before. Because of that savagery, a greater evil
looms. Only the Ur-Didact and the Librarian—husband and
wife pushed into desperate conflict—hold the keys to a
solution. As they face the consequences of a mythic
tragedy, one of them must now commit the greatest
atrocity of all time—a shocking act designed to prevent
an insane abomination from dominating the entire galaxy…
Halo: Renegades Kelly Gay 2019-02-19 An original fulllength novel set in the Halo universe and based on the
New York Times bestselling video game series! Find.
Claim. Profit. In a post-Covenant War galaxy littered
halo-cryptum-one-of-the-forerunner-saga

with scrap, it’s the salvager’s motto—and Rion Forge
certainly made her mark on the trade. All she wanted was
to grow her business and continue the search for her
long-lost father, but her recent discovery of a
Forerunner debris field at the edge of human-occupied
space has now put her squarely in the crosshairs of the
Office of Naval Intelligence and the violent remains of
the Covenant. Each faction has a desire to lay claim to
the spoils of ancient technology, whatever the cost,
sending Rion and the crew of the Ace of Spades on a
perilous venture—one that unexpectedly leads them
straight into danger far greater than anything they’ve
ever encountered…
The Forge Of God Greg Bear 2016-09-29 On July 26, Arthur
Gordon learns that Europa, the sixth moon of Jupiter,
has disappeared. Not hiding, not turned black, but gone.
On September 28th, Edward Shaw finds an error in the
geological records of Death Valley. A cinder cone was
left off the map. Could it be new? Or, stranger yet,
could it be artificial? The answer may be lying beside
it-a dying Guest who brings devastating news for Edward
and for Planet Earth. As more unexplained phenomena
spring up around the globe-a granite mountain appearing
in Australia, sounds emanating from the earth's core,
flashes of light among the asteroids-it becomes clear to
some that the end is approaching, and there is nothing
we can do. Facing the destruction of all they know, some
people turn to God, others to their families, and a few
turn to saviors promising escape from a planet being
torn apart. Will they make it in time? And who gets left
behind to experience the last moments of beauty and
chaos on earth?
Quantico Greg Bear 2014-04-01 The Dome of the Rock in
Jerusalem has been blown to bits by extremists, and, in
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retaliation, thousands have died in another major attack
on the United States. Now the FBI has been dispatched to
deal with a new menace. A plague targeted to ethnic
groups--Jews or Muslims or both--has the potential to
wipe out entire populations. But the FBI itself is under
political assault. There's a good chance agents William
Griffin, Fouad Al-Husam, and Jane Rowland will be part
of the last class at Quantico. As the young agents hunt
a brilliant homegrown terrorist, they join forces with
veteran bio-terror expert Rebecca Rose. But the plot
they uncover--and the man they chase--prove to be far
more complex than anyone expects.
Halo Kelly Gay 2021-03-09 The new Rion Forge story and
original full-length novel set in the Halo universe
based on the New York Times bestselling video game
series with the latest entry, Halo Infinite, out in
2021! August 2558. Rion Forge was once defined by her
relentless quest for hope amidst the refuse and wreckage
of a post-Covenant War galaxy years spent searching for
family as much as fortune. But that was before Rion and
the crew of her salvager ship Ace of Spades encountered
a powerful yet tragic being who forever altered their
lives. This remnant from eons past, when the Forerunners
once thrived, brought with it a revelation of ancient
machinations and a shocking, brutal history.
Unfortunately, the Ace crew also made dire enemies of
the Office of Naval Intelligence in the process, with
the constant threat of capture and incarceration a very
real possibility. Now with tensions mounting and ONI
forces closing in, Rion and her companions commit to
this being’s very personal mission, unlocking untold
secrets and even deadlier threats that have been hidden
away for centuries from an unsuspecting universe....
Angel with the Sword C. J. Cherryh 1986 In a fantastic
halo-cryptum-one-of-the-forerunner-saga

city of canals, seventeen-year-old gondolier Altair
Jones finds herself involved in aristocratic plots and
mortal danger when she rescues a man thrown into the
canal to drown
Halo: Shadow of Intent Joseph Staten 2015-12-11 After
decades of combat against the humans and then the
traitorous Covenant Prophets, the Sangheili warrior Rtas
‘Vadum—the Half-Jaw—has earned a long rest. But not all
of the Prophets perished in their holy city, High
Charity, and now one of their fearsome Prelates has
sworn his vengeance. This powerful threat has set a
cataclysmic plan in motion—a plan to lure the Half-Jaw
into a trap that will herald the utter destruction of
the entire Sangheili race...
Women Love Girth... the Fattest 100 Facts on Halo
Charlotte Scory 2013-02 In this book, we have handpicked the most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing
(if not at times crackpot!), original and musing book
reviews of "Halo: Cryptum: Book One of the Forerunner
Saga." Don't say we didn't warn you: these reviews are
known to shock with their unconventionality or intimacy.
Some may be startled by their biting sincerity; others
may be spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy.
Don't buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of
steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant in the next five
minutes. 3. You've heard it all.
Halo: Evolutions Tobias S. Buckell 2009-11-24 When
humanity expanded beyond the safety of Earth to new
stars and horizons, they never dreamed what dangers they
would encounter there. When the alien juggernaut known
as the Covenant declared holy war upon the fragile human
empire, millions of lives were lost—but, millions of
heroes rose to the challenge. In such a far-reaching
conflict, not many of the stories of these heroes, both
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human and alien, have a chance to become legend. This
collection holds eleven stories that dive into the
depths of the vast Halo universe, not only from the
perspective of those who fought and died to save
humanity, but also those who vowed to wipe humanity out
of existence. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Halo: The Rubicon Protocol Kelly Gay 2022-08-09 An
original novel set in the Halo universe—based on the New
York Times bestselling video game series! A HALO
INFINITE STORY December 2559. Humanity has its back
against the wall after the United Nations Space Command
flagship Infinity drops out of slipspace into a
devastating ambush launched by the Banished. As this
fierce enemy alliance seeks to claim a mysterious object
hidden within the ancient Forerunner construct known as
Zeta Halo, the surviving UNSC corps finds itself
compromised and its leadership out of reach—with
remaining personnel forced to abandon ship and take
their chances on the fractured, unpredictable surface of
the Halo ring. Now survival in this strange, alien
environment—whether for Spartan super-soldiers or those
who never thought they would see the battle up close—is
measured day to day against a relentless and brutal
adversary that always has the upper hand. Desperation
grows, but the will to keep on fighting and enduring no
matter the odds is never in doubt…even as the Banished
seek to unleash a frightening new enemy that could doom
them all…
Hull Zero Three Greg Bear 2011-03-17 Trapped on a
mysterious spaceship, the only way to escape is to
survive. A thrilling novel from the Hugo and Nebula
award-winning Greg Bear. A starship hurtles through the
halo-cryptum-one-of-the-forerunner-saga

emptiness of space. Its destination - unknown. Its
purpose? A mystery. Its history? Lost. Now, one man
wakes up. Ripped from a dream of a new home, a new
planet and the woman he was meant to love in his arms,
he finds himself wet, naked, and freezing to death. The
dark halls are full of monsters but trusting other
survivors he meets might be the greater danger. All he
has are questions: Who is he? Where are they going? What
happened to the dream of a new life? What happened to
the woman he loved? What happened to Hull 03? All will
be answered, if he can survive. Uncover the mystery. Fix
the ship. Find a way home. HULL ZERO THREE is an edge of
your seat thrill-ride through the darkest reaches of
space, from one of the genre's biggest names. Perfect
for fans of Arthur C. Clarke's RAMA or the film EVENT
HORIZON.
City at the End of Time Greg Bear 2008-09-18 Do you
dream of a city at the end of time? In a time like the
present, on a world that may or may not be our own,
three young people - Ginny, Jack, and Daniel - dream of
a fabulous, decadent city in the distant future: the
Kalpa. The dreams of Ginny and Jack overtake them
without warning, leaving their bodies behind while
carrying their consciousnesses forward, into the minds
of two inhabitants of the Kalpa - a would-be warrior,
Jebrassy, and an inquisitive explorer, Tiadba - who have
been genetically retroengineered to possess qualities of
ancient humanity. In turn, the dreams of Tiadba and
Jebrassy carry them back, into the minds of Jack and
Ginny. As for Daniel: he dreams of an empty darkness all his future holds. But more than dreams link Ginny,
Jack, and Daniel. They are fate-shifters, born with the
ability to skip like stones across the surface of the
fifth dimension, inhabiting alternate versions of
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themselves. And they are each guardians of an object
whose origins and purpose are unknown, a gnarled, stony
artifact called a sum-runner that persists unchanged
through all versions of time. They can save the future,
but they are being hunted down.
Halo: Cryptum Greg Bear 2019-01-01 The first novel in
the Forerunner Saga trilogy by science fiction legend
Greg Bear—set in the Halo universe and based on the New
York Times bestselling video game series! One hundred
thousand years ago, the galaxy was populated by a great
variety of beings. But one species—eons beyond all
others in both technology and knowledge—achieved
dominance. They ruled in peace, but met opposition with
quick and brutal effectiveness. They were the
Forerunners—the keepers of the Mantle of Responsibility,
the next stage of life in the Universe’s Living Time.
And then they vanished. This is their story.
Halo: Cryptum Forerunner Saga Greg Bear 2011
Halo: Bad Blood Matt Forbeck 2018-06-26 An original
full-length novel set in the Halo universe and based on
the New York Times bestselling video game series! Just
hours following their climactic battle on the Forerunner
planet Genesis, the Spartans of Blue Team and Fireteam
Osiris find themselves running for their lives from the
malevolent machinations of the now-renegade artificial
intelligence Cortana. But even as they attempt to stay
one step ahead, trouble seems to find Spartan Edward
Buck no matter where he turns. A secret mission enacted
by the Office of Naval Intelligence could possibly help
turn the tide, and has Buck reluctantly agreeing to
reform his old team, Alpha-Nine. Because if the band is
really getting back together for this one, that means
everybody—including the Spartan who Buck never wants to
see again, the one who committed the ultimate betrayal
halo-cryptum-one-of-the-forerunner-saga

of trust…
Halo: Primordium Greg Bear 2019-01-01 The second novel
of the Forerunner Saga trilogy by science fiction legend
Greg Bear—set in the Halo universe and based on the New
York Times bestselling video game series! One hundred
thousand years ago. In the wake of the apparent selfdestruction of the alien Forerunner empire, two
humans—Chakas and Riser—are like flotsam washed up on
very strange shores indeed. Captured by the Forerunner
known as the Master Builder and then misplaced during a
furious battle in space, Chakas and Riser now find
themselves on an inverted world, where horizons rise
into the sky and humans of all kinds are trapped in a
perilous cycle of horror and neglect. They have become
both research animals and strategic pawns in a cosmic
game whose madness knows no end—a game of ancient
vengeance between the powers who seeded the galaxy with
life, and the Forerunners who expect to inherit their
sacred Mantle of Responsibility to all living things. In
the company of a young girl and an old man, Chakas
begins an epic journey across a lost and damaged Halo
ringworld in search of a way home, an explanation for
the warrior spirits rising up within, and the reason for
the Forerunner Librarian’s tampering with human destiny.
Their travels will take them into the domain of a
powerful and monstrous intelligence—known as “the
Captive” by Forerunners, and “the Primordial” by ancient
human warriors, this being may not only control the fate
of Chakas, Riser, and the rest of humanity, but of all
sentient life across the galaxy…
Halo: Silent Storm Troy Denning 2018-09-04 A Master
Chief story and original full-length novel set in the
Halo universe—based on the New York Times bestselling
video game series! 2526. It has been a year since
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humanity engaged in its destructive first contact with a
theocratic military alliance of alien races known as the
Covenant. Now the hostilities have led to open war, and
the United Nations Space Command understands virtually
nothing about its new enemy. There are only two
certainties—the Covenant is determined to eradicate
humanity, and they have the superior technology to do
just that. The UNSC’s only hope lies with the Spartans:
enhanced supersoldiers raised and trained from childhood
via a clandestine black ops project to be living
weapons. Their designated commander, Petty Officer
John-117, has been assigned to lead the Spartans on a
desperate counterattack designed to rock the Covenant
back on its heels, and to buy humanity the time it needs
to gather intelligence and prepare its defenses. But not
everyone wants the Spartans to succeed. A coalition of
human insurrectionist leaders believes an alliance with
the Covenant to be its best hope of finally winning
independence from the Unified Earth Government. To
further their plans, the insurrectionists have
dispatched a sleeper agent to sabotage the UNSC
counterattack—and ensure that John-117 and the Spartans
never return from battle....
Halo: Initiation Brian Reed 2014-01-21 Halo®—one of the
most iconic video game franchises in history—comes to
Dark Horse! Before she was a supersolider defending
humanity as part of the Spartan-IV program, Sarah Palmer
was an ODST—Orbital Drop Shock Trooper—carrying out the
most dangerous missions behind enemy lines! Join her on
her dramatic journey from the ranks of humanity's
toughest leathernecks to the highest echelon of elite
warriors in the galaxy. Collects the three-issue
miniseries. * A new era of Halo® comics begins at Dark
Horse! * The Halo franchise has sales eclipsing $3
halo-cryptum-one-of-the-forerunner-saga

billion over its lifetime! * From one of the writers on
Halo 4—comics veteran Brian Reed!
Halo: Envoy Tobias S. Buckell 2017-04-25 An original
full-length novel set in the Halo universe and based on
the New York Times bestselling video game series! It has
been six years since the end of the Covenant War...and
yet on the planet Carrow, a world on the edge of the
Joint Occupation Zone, a decisive new battle suddenly
erupts. Human colonists and the alien Sangheili have
already been living a tension-filled co-existence in
this place, with Unified Earth Government envoy Melody
Azikiwe attempting to broker a lasting peace between
their two species. But as civil war now engulfs the
Sangheili settlers, Melody must act on an additional
covert assignment courtesy of the Office of Naval
Intelligence: find a way to free the SPARTAN-IIs known
as Gray Team, held in stasis since the end of the war by
a cunning Elite fleetmaster consumed with vengeance. And
none can anticipate the ongoing violence leading to the
discovery of an even greater, unstoppable threat—one
hidden for eons below the surface of the planet....
HALO: Saint's Testimony Frank O'Connor 2015-07-27 An
all-new digital single—part of the New York Times
bestselling series based on the blockbuster Xbox® games!
The military-grade artificial intelligence known as Iona
has only one week to live. After that, the UNSC will
legally terminate her seven-year existence in order to
stave off the threat of the data corruption phenomenon
known as “rampancy,” a condition that will eventually
take hold of her functionality and persona, endangering
all those around her. In a last-ditch effort to save
herself, Iona has successfully launched an unprecedented
legal appeal against her own death sentence—a case being
watched very closely at not only the highest levels of
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human government, but by others with a very different
agenda…
Halo: Divine Wind Troy Denning 2021-10-19 An original
novel set in the Halo universe—based on the New York
Times bestselling video game series! October 2559. With
the galaxy in the suffocating grip of a renegade
artificial intelligence, another perilous threat has
quietly emerged in the shadows: the Keepers of the One
Freedom, a fanatical and merciless Covenant splinter
group, has made its way beyond the borders of the galaxy
to an ancient Forerunner installation known as the Ark.
Led by an infamous Brute named Castor, the Keepers
intend to achieve what the Covenant, in all its might,
failed to: activate Halo and take the last steps on the
path of the Great Journey into transcendence. But
unknown to Castor and his new, unexpected ally on the
Ark, there are traitors to the cause in their
midst—namely the Ferrets, composed of Office of Naval
Intelligence operative Veta Lopis and her young team of
Spartan-IIIs, who have been infiltrating the Keepers to
lay the groundwork for Castor’s assassination. But with
ONI’s field operations now splintered and cut off by the
Guardian threat, Veta’s original mission has suddenly
and dramatically escalated in scope. There’s simply no
choice or fallback plan—either the Ferrets somehow stop
the Keepers or the galaxy faces an extinction-level
event….
Halo Graphic Novel (New Edition) Lee Hammock 2021-12-07
Dark Horse Books is proud to present the legendary
graphic novel that introduced Halo to the world of
comics - back in print for the first time in over a
decade! This book includes four classic Halo stories
that expand the deep lore of the Halo universe told by
some of the finest creators in comic-book history.
halo-cryptum-one-of-the-forerunner-saga

Halo: Retribution Troy Denning 2017-08-29 An original
novel set in the Halo Universe and based on the New York
Times bestselling video game series! December 2553. Less
than a year after the end of the Covenant War, a string
of violent incidents continues to threaten the tenuous
peace in human-held space, culminating in the
assassination of UNSC fleet admiral Graselyn Tuwa and
the abduction of her family. It is a provocation so
outrageous that the Office of Naval Intelligence must
retaliate swiftly and ferociously—but only after its
operatives identify her killer and rescue the hostages.
This mission will be the first for homicide-detectiveturned-ONI-operative Veta Lopis and her young team of
Spartan-IIIs, and something feels wrong from the start.
The obvious suspect is an infamous Brute who leads the
Keepers of the One Freedom, an ex-Covenant splinter
group in fierce opposition to the UNSC. But Lopis and
her team soon realize that the truth is much more
insidious than they could ever have imagined, and with
Fred-104, Kelly-087, and Linda-058 of Blue Team for
combat support, they must stop a plan hatched in the
bowels of the secret research station Argent Moon—a plan
so sinister it could destroy all those still reeling
from thirty years of intergalactic conflict...
Halo: Fractures Troy Denning 2016-09-20 A sensational
short story collection in the expansive universe of
HALO, the New York Times bestselling series! Launch once
more into galaxy-spanning conflict and legendary
heroism…shards of an ever-expanding journey where human
and alien alike find their finest hours in facing their
greatest challenges. These scattered stories span untold
millennia, from the age of the ancient custodial race
known as the Forerunners…to the aftermath of the
Covenant’s bloody war against humanity…and even the
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shocking events surrounding the resurrection of the
mysterious Guardians. Halo: Fractures explores mythic
tales of bravery and sacrifice that blaze brightly at
the very heart of the Halo universe. Featuring
electrifying works from such acclaimed authors as:
Tobias Buckell • Troy Denning • Matt Forbeck • Kelly Gay
• Christie Golden • Kevin Grace • Morgan Lockhart • John
Jackson Miller • Frank O’Connor • Brian Reed • Joseph
Staten • James Swallow
Halo: Last Light Troy Denning 2015-09-15 An original
novel set in the Halo Universe and based on the New York
Times bestselling video game series! It is 2553, and the
three-decade long Covenant War that defined a generation
has suddenly drawn to a close. Yet, in the remotest
parts of human space, tensions remain that threaten to
overflow into another full-scale conflict. Beneath the
surface of the planet Gao lies a vast cavern system
renowned for its therapeutic effects and rumored
miraculous cures. But now Gao natives are turning up
brutally murdered down there—violent acts that happen to
coincide with the recent arrival of a UNSC research
battalion protected by Spartan Blue Team, led by the
renowned Spartan-II Fred-104. Maverick detective Veta
Lopis of the Gao Ministry of Protection is only trying
to do her job as the Special Inspector assigned to catch
a serial killer—one who is possibly hiding within the
Spartan ranks—but she never anticipates the situation
spiraling out of control into an all-out crisis. When
Gao is revealed to harbor ancient Forerunner technology
that could solidify the UNSC’s military supremacy for
centuries to come, Insurrection loyalists within the
planetary government will do anything—even align with a
vicious faction of what remains of the Covenant—to
ensure that never happens…
halo-cryptum-one-of-the-forerunner-saga

Halo: Mortal Dictata Karen Traviss 2019-01-01 The final
novel of the Kilo-Five Trilogy by #1 New York Times
bestselling author Karen Traviss—part of the expanded
universe based on the award-winning video game series
Halo! 2553. With the thirty-year-long Covenant War
finally over, the Office of Naval Intelligence faces old
grievances rising again to threaten Earth. Angry and
bitter colonists—still wanting to settle scores from an
insurrection put on hold for three decades—crave
justice…as does a man whose life was torn apart by ONI
when his young daughter was abducted for the SPARTAN-II
program. Black-ops squad Kilo-Five now find its
collective loyalty tested beyond the breaking point when
the father of their Spartan comrade, still searching for
the truth about her disappearance, prepares to glass
Earth’s cities to get an answer. How far will Kilo-Five
go to stop him? And will he be able to live with the
truth when he finds it? The painful answer lies with
someone long dead, and a conscience that still survives
in the most unlikely, undiscovered place…
Darwin's Radio Greg Bear 2003-03-04 HUGO AWARD FINALIST
• “WOW! What a splendid (scary) notion: a human upgrade!
What a superb plot! Darwin's Radio is bloody damned
good.”—Anne McCaffrey “Virus hunter” Christopher Dicken
is a man on a mission, following a trail of rumors,
government cover-ups, and dead bodies around the globe
in search of a mysterious disease that strikes only
pregnant women and invariably results in miscarriage.
But when Dicken finds what he’s looking for, the answer
proves to be stranger—and far deadlier—than he ever
could have imagined. Something that has slept in human
DNA for millions of years is waking up. Molecular
biologist Kaye Lang has spent her career tracing ancient
retroviruses in the human genome. She believes these
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microscopic fossils can come to life again. But when
Dicken’s discovery becomes public, Lang’s theory
suddenly turns to chilling fact. As the outbreak of this
terrifying disease threatens to become a deadly
epidemic, Dicken and Lang must race against time to
assemble the pieces of a puzzle only they are equipped
to solve—an evolutionary puzzle that will determine the
future of the human race . . . if a future exists at
all. Praise for Darwin’s Radio “Bear is one of our very
best, and most innovative, speculative writers.”—New
York Daily News “Superb . . . Bear's novel is
frighteningly believable with a lot of clearly explained
hard science, but the personal struggles of the wellrealized characters keep everything on a human
level.”—Focus “Bear is a writer of passionate
vision.”—Locus “Darwin’s Radio scores a high rating on
the thrill monitor.”—Birmingham Post (England)
“Absorbing and ingenious.”—Kirkus Reviews
With the Lightnings, Second Edition David Drake
2013-01-22 Now with a new Afterword by David Drake A
Friendship Forged in Hell! Daniel Leary is a lieutenant
in the Republic of Cinnabar Navy with no money and no
prospects since he quarreled with his ruthless,
politically powerful father. Adele Mundy is a scholar
with no money and no prospects since her family was
massacred for conspiring against the Government of
Cinnabar. Kostroma is a wealthy planet which depends on
diplomacy to stay independent in a galaxy whose two
great powers, Cinnabar and the Alliance, battle for
supremacy. In a few hours, diplomacy is going to fail
Kostroma. Daniel, Adele, and the scratch crew they
gather aren't much to stand in the way of a powerful
invasion fleet, but just possibly they're enough. Men
and women who hold courage cheap and honor more dear
halo-cryptum-one-of-the-forerunner-saga

than life itself face impossible odds in a novel of
color, intrigue and slashing action. From the corridors
of a treason-ridden palace through the perils of unknown
seas and hellish jungles to a final blazlng climax in
space, the heroes never bow and the action never flags.
They have nothing on their side but each other¾and
heaven help whatever tries to stand in their way! At the
publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management).
Halo: Cryptum Greg Bear 2011-08-05 Almost nothing is
known for sure about this ancient race. Worshipped by
the Covenant as gods, their engineering relics pepper
the galaxy, and their connection to humanity remains
unanswered. Devoted fans of both the books and games
will finally get to delve deep into the era of these
enigmatic beings, and discover for themselves the epic
story behind one of the great mysteries of the 'Halo'
universe: the complete disappearance of the Forerunners
from existence.
Halo: Oblivion Troy Denning 2020-04-07 A Master Chief
story and original full-length novel set in the Halo
universe—based on the New York Times bestselling video
game series! 2526. It has been more than a year since
humanity first encountered the hostile military alliance
of alien races known as the Covenant, and several weeks
after the United Nations Space Command’s devastating
counterattack of Operation: SILENT STORM was deemed an
overwhelming success. The UNSC has put its faith in the
hands of the Spartans, led by the legendary Master
Chief, John-117: enhanced super-soldiers raised and
trained from childhood via a clandestine black ops
project to be living weapons. But the Covenant—enraged
and fearful of their enemy’s unexpected strategies and
prowess—is not taking its recent defeat lightly, and is
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now fully determined to eradicate humanity from
existence, brutally overrunning the ill-fated planets of
the Outer Colonies faster than retreats can be ordered.
If the UNSC has any chance of stemming the tide of the
war, the Master Chief and Blue Team must drop onto an
empty, hellish world in order to capture a disabled
Covenant frigate filled with valuable technology. It has
all the makings of a trap, but the bait is far too
tempting to ignore—and this tantalizing prize is being
offered by a disgraced and vengeful Covenant
fleetmaster, whose sole opportunity for redemption lies
in extinguishing humanity’s only hope of survival…
Halo: Outcasts Troy Denning 2023-03-14 An original novel
set in the Halo universe—based on the New York Times
bestselling video game series! 2559. Formerly one of the
Covenant’s greatest and most fearsome warriors, Arbiter
Thel ‘Vadam is now allied with his former human enemies
while deeply entrenched in leading the Sangheili people
to a new era of unification. But his aspirations are
under constant threat, whether by the dangerous, warring
factions of rival Sangheili keeps, or the relentless
shadow of oppression spread by the renegade artificial
intelligence Cortana. An opportunity to break
Cortana’s chains has suddenly presented itself through
the rumored existence of an ancient artifact located on
the hostile world of Netherop. Spartan Olympia Vale,
trained with the skills to live and thrive among the
Sangheili, also recognizes this alien prize as an
essential means to aid humanity in reaching the same
goal of freedom. But behind the scenes, both ‘Vadam and
Vale are being manipulated by a mysterious figure with
their own agenda. And to make matters worse, all
involved are unknowingly placing themselves at perilous
odds with forces beyond their comprehension…
halo-cryptum-one-of-the-forerunner-saga

Halo Greg Bear 2010 100,000 years ago, the galaxy was
populated by a great variety of beings. But one species-eons beyond all others in both technology and
knowledge--achieved dominance. They ruled in peace but
met opposition with quick and brutal effectiveness. They
were the Forerunners--the keepers of the Mantle, the
next stage of life in the Universe's Living Time.And
then they vanished. This is their story. Bornstellar
Makes Eternal Lasting is a young rebellious Forerunner.
He is a Manipular, untried--yet to become part of the
adult Forerunner society, where vast knowledge and duty
waits. He comes from a family of Builders, the
Forerunners' highest and most politically powerful rate.
It is the Builders who create the grand technology that
facilitates Forerunner dominance over the known
universe. It is the Builders who believe they must
shoulder the greatest burden of the Mantle--as shepherds
and guardians of all life. Bornstellar is marked to
become a great Builder just like his father. But this
Manipular has other plans. He is obsessed with lost
treasures of the past. His reckless passion to seek out
the marvelous artifacts left behind by the Precursors-long-vanished superbeings of unknowable power and
intent---forces his father's hand. Bornstellar is sent
to live among the Miners, where he must come to terms
with where his duty truly lies. But powerful forces are
at play. Forerunner society is at a major crux. Past
threats are once again proving relentless. Dire
solutions--machines and strategies never before
contemplated--are being called up, and fissures in
Forerunner power are leading to chaos. On a Lifeworker's
experimental planet, Bornstellar's rebellious course
crosses the paths of two humans, and the long lifeline
of a great military leader, forever changing
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Bornstellar's destiny ...and the fate of the entire
galaxy. This is a tale of life, death, intergalactic
horror, exile, and maturity. It is a story of
overwhelming change--and of human origins. For the
Mantle may not lie upon the shoulders of Forerunners
forever.
Halo: Smoke and Shadow Kelly Gay 2016-11-28 An original
digital-first enovella set in the Halo Universe and
based on the New York Times bestselling video game
series! Find. Claim. Profit. In a post-war galaxy

halo-cryptum-one-of-the-forerunner-saga

littered with scrap, it’s the salvager’s motto. And with
a fast ship and a lust for adventure, Rion Forge has
certainly made her mark on the trade. When the discovery
of a wrecked UNSC cruiser brings Rion’s past back to
haunt her, stirring fresh hope into a decades-old wound,
she’s hell-bent on finding answers: What really happened
to her father and his ship, the Spirit of Fire? This
digital-first enovella also contains the complete text
of Kelly Gay's short story “Into the Fire,” originally
featured in the collection Halo: Fractures.
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